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LET'S K E E P THE BELL AT C O P
GOP DEBATERS WIN SWEEPSTAKES
TROPHY FOR FIRST TIME

ENROLLMENT HITS
2,000 THIS YEAR
A five per cent increase in en
By DAVE TOWELL
For the first time the debate scilla Euezec took a second place. rollment since last year has been
«
team won the sweepstakes tro In the extempore speaking, ex reported by the Registrar's of
phy at the Northern California perienced division Dennis Day fice. As of October 15, the total
Forensic Association debate tour came in first with Loris Bringel enrollment of students in College
n a m e n t . T h e t o u r n a m e n t w a s son taking third. Bob Bersi and of the Pacific was 2,023.
Of the 1,347 full-time students
held at the Sacramento State Col Don Duns tied for first and Carol
enrolled on the Stockton campus, Vol. 55 C.O.P.—STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA Nov. 8, 1957 — No. 9
U lege on November 1 and 2.
Morley took a third in the ex
COP's team had a total of 247% perienced division o f oratory. 680 are men and 667 are women
points. The nearest of the 14 oth Winning first place in interpre In addition, there are 72 full-time
students enrolled in the Asian
er colleges at the tournament was tive reading was Jean Avery.
Academy, a Pacific g r a d u a t e
Stanford, 164 points, and Santa
The following won first or sec school in San Francisco. There
Clara with 101 points. It is also ond places in the novice field.
interesting to note that COP won June Morgan and Carolyn Lane are also 280 people taking a tele
46 out of 56 debates and 21 of the won first place in debate. Tied vision course in history that Paci
27 members of the debate team for second place in debate were fic is offering.
The college is giving extension
won either a first or second place the teams of Denise Fedigan and
courses in health education in
in their division.
Loris Bringelson, Ruth Miller
The tournament was divided and Dona Madrigal, Bob Crane Redwood City and in Modesto.
into four parts which in turn and Fred Barnes.. Horace Wheathad a novice and experienced divi
mi sion. The divisions were debate, ley tied for first in the interpre
tive reading.
extempore speaking, oratory, and
Mr. Winters, the debate team
interpretive reading. Extempore coach, has the team off to a fabu
"Are the campus rules en
speaking is actually a five to sev lous start. Let's all hope they forced or not?" This is the topic
en minute speech which is pre keep their winning ways.
of a student panel discussion to
pared only 45 minutes in advance
be held Wednesday, November
of the speaking time, on a sub
20, from 7:30 to 9:00 in Anderson
ject which is drawn by chance. Rooters May Eat
Social Hall. The members of Chi
Oratory is a ten minute speech
Rho hope that every student at
prepared completely before the Early; Sign Today
COP will make it a point to at
tend the discussion and voice his
tournament. Interpretive reading
Miss Knauf wants to inform opinion on the subject to be dis
consists of three readings, one
each of prose, poetry and drama, students going to the San Jose cussed.
The topic of the discussion is
with a total time of six minutes. game Saturday night that they
In the experienced division of may eat dinner at an earlier one of the most chronic and con
debate the teams of Lynn Eng- hour if they inform her before troversial issues at COP today;
This scene from "Ghosts," cur Geraldine Kemmon, Gordon
dahl and Harry Sharp, Don Duns Saturday. The regular dinner this issue affects directly or in
and Dennis Day ended in ties for hour is scheduled from 5:30 to directly every student attending rently playing in Pacific Studio Townsend, Jean Avery, Ricks
Theatre, shows from left to right Falk, and Buck Townsend.
the College of the Pacific.
first place. Carol Morley and Pri- 6:00 P.M.

&e\

RULE ENFORCEMENT
TOPIC OF SESSION

STUDENTS HONOR
-REEDOM FIGHTERS
By ROSALIND ANTI

Pictured above are the members of Blue Key National Men's Honor Fraternity, following inf
lation of new members in Morris Chapel last Tuesday evening. Left to right they are: Front row,
Michael Montano, Charles Krahenbuhl, Lee H. Tonner, Fuad M. Nahhas, George W. Silva, Jolui L.
Weeks. Second row; Anthony B. Fadely, Dennis G. Day, Calvin W. Maas, Don Duns, James Schlegel,
Nicholas A. Angiulo. Third row; Jack Willoughby, Bill Ronaldson, Glen Davidson, Wesley Brown, Jac
tybee, Chris Greene, Bob Bersi, and Edward Betz, adviser. Not pictured is junior member, William
Vietmann.

IEN0WNED ORGANIST Get Polio, Flu Shots
0 PLAY ON CAMPUS At College Infirmary

, Fernando Germani, the cele
The infirmary wishes to an
brated Roman organist, will apnounce
that there is a limited
'pear in recital at the Conserva
amount
of flu vaccine on hand.
tory on Tuesday, November 18,
Shots
will
be given on a first
iat 8:15 P.M.
come, first served basis. Those
!. Mr. Germani will present a pro- who wish the vaccine, but are
igram of seven selections, played not of age (21), may obtain per
!,on the COP Watt Memorial Or- mits to be signed by their par
i.gan.
ents.
' Co-sponsored by the Conserva
Polio vaccine is also available
tory and the local chapter of the to those who wish to start or con
American Guild of Organists, the tinue their polio shots. Permits
program will be open to the pubsigned by parents must be pre
he without charge. An offering
will be taken to defray recital ex- sented in order to receive the
•penses.

Blue Key Installs
New Members

New members were initiated
into Blue Key on November 5 at
5:30 P.M. in Morris Chapel.
Dean Betz is the faculty ad
viser to the COP chapter of the
national men's fraternity. He,
along with the five returning
members of Blue Key, presided
over the initiation, after which a
banquet for the new and old
members was held in the presi
dent's dining room.
At the business meeting follow
ing the banquet, Glen Davidson,
president of Blue Key, reported
on the status of the fraternity's
Foreign Student Project. It is the
group's wish to bring a student
fr.r,m Africa to COP next year.

Student bodies and faculties
throughout the country have re
sponded enthusiastically to a pro
posed Students' Salute To Hun
gary on the Hungarian Revolu
tion's first anniversary, according
to information received by Dean
Betz. The student-to-student trib
ute was suggested by The Chris,
tianform in recognition of free
men's indebtedness to the young
Hungarians who died fighting in
liberty's cause.
The Christianform is a non
profit organization formed "in
defense of the Christian form of
civilization" and dedicated to the
defeat of Communism.
Most of the Hungarian refu
gees are young adults, and many
of those who lost their lives were
the same age (15-20 years ap
proximately). As United States
citizens, we take for granted the
freedom which we enjoy. This
was the exact thing for which
the young Hungarians fought,
with many of them losing their
lives.
Tens of thousands of students
on American college campuses
paid tribute on November 2 to
the students who fought in the
Hungarian Revolution one year
ago. Half-time football ceremo
nies featured short, dramatic ob
servances honoring the Freedom
Fighters.
This subject should be thought
of very strongly by the college
student, as someday the shoe may
be on the other foot and the
young adults of the United States
may have to fight for their be
liefs and freedom.

Ghosts" Playing
In Studio Theatre
"Ghosts," a classic play by Henrik Ibsen, had its opening per
formance Thursday night in the
College of the Pacific S t u d i o
Theatre under the direction of
student director Arlen Digitale.
Arlen Digitale, a senior drama
major, hails from Jackson. He
played Cassio,- a principal posi
tion in the recent Pacific Thea
tre production "Othello."
The leading roles are given to
Jean Avery from Brentwood and
Gordon Townsend of Walnut
Creek. Miss Avery portrays Mrs.
Alving and Mr. Townsend plays,
as her son, Oswald.
Ricks Falk and Buck Townsend
of Modesto, and Geraldine Kem
mon of Concord complete the cast
makeup.
The Pacific Studio Theatre is
located in the basement of Pacific
Auditorium at the rear, with en
trance from Stadium Drive.
Further performances of
"Ghosts" will be given Friday and
Saturday night at 8:00. Tickets
will be on sale at the door, and
students with PSA cards will be
admitted free.

P.S.A. CORNER
1. Wanted: two volunteers to
be hit on the corner of Pacific
Avenue and Knoles Way.
2. Banquet dinner for Senate
members Wednesday night.
3. Let's all attend the rally.
4. Leadership conference at Co
lumbia was a success. Thanks,
Micky.
5. Listen to the Senate meet
ings on KCVN on alternate Mon-

PIMM
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Poge Two

FROM WHERE I SI T •••

Letter To The Editor

By BERSI
I was very much annoyed by
the attitude displayed by Mr.
A great American humorist once said, "All I know is w
Fasel in his column concerning
read in the paper."
"the biggest goblin of them all.'
When Will Rogers said that a generation ago, people chui
It is a very touchy matter just
to question a person's sincerity, They could afford to. But today, in this age of giant ideol
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association. b u t t o k n o c k h i m d o w n a n d it just wouldn't be funny. For if you have been reading the p;
Entered as second-class motter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California
stomp all over him — not know or even the headlines, you know one thing: We're losing the
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ing whether he is sincere or not J you and L
Editor
Wes Brown
Assistant Editor
Joan Ulrich — is utterly ridiculous.
OFF AND RUNNING
It is true that Oral Roberts is
Business Monager
John Boston
A dozen years and more
Which race? Well, let's see
Managing Editor
Salvador Cortes lone of America's foremost con
Society
. Editors
—
-'an Gosto", Joan Bender troversial figures. Many people I this nation hurled upon its enemies a new weapon. A we
Circulation Editor
_
Rosemary Eggen ,.
, .
,. .
*
' contrivedj from
*
*—=— of the
^i-- sun.
—
the mysteries
A weapon that men
Columnists
Bob Bersi, George Fasel, Linda McKinnon, Richord Elliot, Tom Cloud disagree with his religious piacnot
intended
to
hold
over
other
men,
and whose creators da:
Sports Editors
_
Stevie Chase, Ed Sowash tices; some agree. Mr. Roberts
Faculty Adviser
Dr. Osborne appears to me to be sincere — even at its birth.
Reporters
Virginia Sprout, Suzanne Bestor, Mary Ann Drysdale,
but this is not my argument. Nor
Since that time, the nations of the world have lived in
Jack Marden, Richard Bateson, Marian Duncan, Richard Bass, Ed Schwartz,
David Towell, Gary Kaufman, Patricia Soule, Ernest Roberson, Henry Wal do I suggest that he is either And we have been in a race.
lace, Paul Kaufman, Donalyn Campbell, Norman Bass, Valerie White, Rosa- right
or wrong
in his faith or
t,
=
At first we simply relaxed—no cause for concern. Our
lind Anti Caroline Jamieson, Jean McGuire, Robert Nielebeck, Ellie NilesJthat he is doing some good. I am
time ally was too busy rebuilding her battle-torn cities. We ha
Thelmo Jackson, Martha Metzler, David Klurman, Sid Smith, Bill Embry, Ij defenfiing him or his faith
Dave Davis, Steve Farrell.
MULDOWNCY
But I am completely disgusted at battle-torn cities. We made mud pies. We watched them (
PRINTING CO.
the vicious intolerance exhibited And a pattern began: The Soviets claimed things, and we rea

They claimed the invention of the wireless; and we lauj
The years were passing. They claimed the telephone; we Ian
harder. The years still passed. Then our Sabres ran headlong
Jim Lynn
the MIG; and G.I.s found the Chinese soldiers that swarmed
PSA No. 378
". . . lie that filches from me my good name robs me of |
the Korean hills packed darn fine automatic weapons — ;
that which not enriches him and makes me poor indeed.
I think it's a wonderful idea of STICKS. Some of us stopped laughing.
Mr. Shakespeare made this sage remark several semesters ITom Cloud's to form a "Poet's
A general got himself fired.
by the
|above.

EDITORIAL

columnist

mentioned

before Pacific started to play San Jose in football, but the|^°r nef " jn ,the_ 1>ac,ific VYcekly- 1
A mushroom cloud rose over Siberia. More of us sto|
truth of this statement can well be called to mind on the eve believe most people enjoy read laughing. An intercontinental-type missile streaked into the sk]
ing poetry and will derive a great
ot the renewal of this rivalry. When emotions run high in deal of appreciation if this idea the first of its kind. It had a red star on it. Nobody laughed,
nobody worried much either.
both stands this Saturday, let us keep in mind that, when a is carried through.
Fronv here on, it happened too quickly — even for our cj
school's good name is lost, it is a mighty long time in being
Carol Raymond
tioned, overconfident minds. A satellite that went beep, beep,!
retrieved.
PSA 447
a Sputnik — a man-made moon that even the most prim
The little encounter with Fresno this year smeared the
of the world's people looked upon with awe as a fantastic aclu
Bulldogs' name in a way that will take several years of clean-1 Death Ot A Salesman ment. AND SOME MEN STILL SCOFFED.
ing. We regret it. Fresno regrets it. Everyone regrets it; | Next In Y Art Series
Central Intelligence informed us back in August that the?
but it is too late now to change the thoughtless actions of a
were
going to launch an earth satellite. Jhe President safe
Death of a Salesman is the next
few who were lilled with spirit (both school and alcoholic). program in the
"Y's" Man and didn't believe they could do it. The Secretary of State said evi
Last year's half-time skirmish over the Pacific-San Jose I thefts series chaired by Jean they did do it, it wouldn't mean anything to most of the vv
hell shows what can possibly happen when these two student IAvery. This prize-winning play You and I would have said the same. Admit it!
bodies meet. We hope it doesn't happen again. They hope by Arthur Miller is almost over THEY THREW A LITTLE ROCK
it doesn't happen again. The band hopes it doesn't happen Iwhelming in its drama, compasYet someone did do something to keep Sputnik out of the
sion, and tragic impact. It is a A governor from Arkansas. You see, the Russians could 1
again. Everyone hopes it doesn't happen again.
If activities not regularly scheduled on the program!bltmg portrait' temPered with launched their satellite weeks before they did, but held off bee
i 11 , i i i i i
...
.
.
~
pity of man's illusions,
they didn't want to knock the Little Rock mess off the Wc
should start, let s be sure it is not we who start them. A bell | A recording
recording by
by the
the original front pages!
can always be retrieved, but a school's good name
g
well,|Broadway cast will provide the
Now, the second satellite is whirling about our planet. \
Mr. Shakespeare had the right idea.
basis for a brief discussion of

the validity of this interpretation thought the second one would surely be ours ... so did I.,
of life and possible solutions to there's over half a ton of Russian science and technology whif
around up there — with "Curly." And don't think for a mon
"Theirs not to reason why; theirs but to do and die. the predicament. All interested hat most of the world isn
Whirly-gig of Conformity: A Fantasy?

I persons wm" meet aVthe"home"of I *
't rooting for that dog. The qua
Theirs not to reason why; theirs but to do . . ."
Tom and ^ary Alice Clagett- 18 ' ' ' who's rooWng for us?
T h e w h e e l o f w h i t e f i g u r e s d e s c r i b e d a p e r f e c t c i r c l e o n 95 West Euclid, just one block
Let's admit it, people. We haven't got the fuel. We hai
the green courtyard. The chant rose like the monstrous
- hum south of Manor Hall and two I
rocket power. We're not even sure if we have a m
of a 1 ly caught in a bottle. The hypnotic stamp, stamp, stamp blocks east — at 7:30 P.M. Wed- tilat's stable enough for a satellite. Our own scientists have
of feet moving in a circle raised not a speck of dust on the nesdaY. November 13. Please sign as much
This month, if we are not behind schedule, we will launch
hard packed turf. "Theirs not to reason"why; theirs but to Iup at the "Y" by TuesdaYfirst attempt at a space satellite. It will weigh — six pounds.
do and die. Theirs not to reason why . . . "
Our statesmen keep saying publicly that we are not in a
"What are they doing?" asked the most conspicuously Tranqtlilizers TOpic
hnn/1

1

1

C

•

.

.

.

.

Wh° had in'r"ded in'° ,he

un

of

fV,rv

"V»

K,,

I

Tliio

H

with Russia when it comes to space satellites. The world is ai
of this. That race is already over.
But the main event is still on. The pace is a lot quicker
W hat is expected of them," flashed back the immediate T h e c u r r e n t C - h a p e l s e r i e s The demands are a lot heavier.
^ And
______ the price ... oh let me
reply.
,"Challenges t0 Christianity" will)you, the price is higher than ever. We have to pay it — eventi*
Expected of them?" said the conspicuously
blue
creacontinued with a presentation The stakes are too precious to lose.
VUIIUJ/ZVUUUOIT
U
iuc C
green^couriyard."16

^

ture. What has this to do with what the people outside ex ers'-ftis^ueSfy6 November'lZ I
Th6 °nly question before us now as a na«on is simply thiji
pect of them?"
Douglas Hayward, minister of
WHAT NEW IDIOCY CAN WE DREAM UP, WITH
"People outside?"
Hillsdale Methodist Church in FILTER-TIP CIGARETTES, OUR HIGH-TAILED AUTOMOBI
"Yes, the people outside this green courtyard."
San Mateo, will be the guest °UR LITTLE ROCKS, THAT CAN KEEP US AWHILE LOIN'
Oh, those people. Everything to do with it," the voice speaker- The Spurs, sophomore FROM FACING THESE TRUTHS?.
honorary society, will serve as
said emphatically.
"I guess I don't understand," said the conspicuously bluel^m^f' &nfd tb! A Cappella Choir
person. "What does what they are doing have to do with . . ."J
service.
X!"/'/.
"My, you're blue!" exclaimed the voice. "Pardon me
HITCH YOUR
here is my place in the circle. Theirs not to reason why;
FORUM ARTS
theirs but to do and die. Theirs not to reason why

CIVIL ENGINEERS—

Forum Arts credit will be
The preceding is intended to stimulate thought. Its given for the following this
week:
greatest meaning is in what each person reads into it.
Nov. 8—Studio Theatre
"Ghosts" 8:30 P.M.
As Grand President of Phi Del
Rowland To Speak
Nov. 8—Y Movie
Chi, Dr. Rowland will attend
"The Rains Came" 7 P.M.
At San Jose Seminar atafraternity
council meeting from |
Nov. 9—Studio Theatre
Dr. Ivan Rowland of the Paci November 17 to 23.
"Ghosts" 8 P.M.
fic School of Pharmacy will speak
Nov. 12—Chapel and New
on antibiotics and related agents
man Club—11 P.M.
at a seminqr which COP is spon
Nov. 12—Faculty Recital,
soring at San Jose State on No
7fai4H>facla
Dr. Shilling
vember 12.

WAGON

TO A STAR
YOUR FUTURE IS UNLIMITED IN

LOS ANGELES

THE CITY OF THE FUTURE

IahrLre0DD0Uuniti9P?Tnth and deve!opmen'. °,f ,Los An3eles present challenge
major
in the nation" 9 en9'n<!erS' he'P'n9 * bui,d the '«'«t-growi,

Sir;;.3 tsssom" •* *» «»*—•
Monday, November 11, 1957
CITY OF LOS ANGELES
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
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Who's Who
In Pacific Theatre

SYMBOL OF SUPREMACY

krju we lose our bell? Not it other, it became cracked. How
ever, the Archania pledge class
> can help it!
:Tiat bell? Why, none other of spring 1956 acquired another
[i the widely-acclaimed COP- bell exactly resembling the for
mer.
: Jose State victory bell,
The bell, bright orange on one
or the past seven years, this
\ b o l o f a b a t t l e w o n h a s side, with a large black P desig
aged hands three times. The nating this half as Pacific's, and
a gift from Archania to the white and gold on the other —
'ibined student bodies of Paci- the claim of the Spartans — is
and San Jose, has become a awaiting the outcome of tomor
jhsought-after memento. In row night's battle.
or of the occasion, a presentaIn last year's game at Memor
\ ceremony, crammed with the ial Stadium, the bell temporarily
'it of the event at hand, her- became the possession of San Jose
;d the bell's rise to fame in when a group of SJS students
). The Archites, recognizing crossed the field at halftime,
power of our mighty Tigers, grabbed the bell, and pulled it to
by the long-remembered great their side of the field. Excited
ie LeBaron, considered this COP students immediately
'ball game of '49 an appro- swarmed across the field, disrupt
te time to establish such a ing the halftime activities, and a
lition. Therefore, the presen- flurry of fists followed. The bell
on was made on the eve of was retrieved and taken from the
COP-SJS game.
field for safe-keeping.
uck being on our side, we capHere's hoping the bell will re
id the prize by winning with tain its hallowed position in the
Tremendous score of 45-7.
bell room of the Archite house.
he following year, the game
Fight for it, Tigers!!
ed in a 7-7 tie; and, as was
ided earlier, the victor of the
Yious season retained the bell, Spartans Invite COP
i 1951, Pacific which at one To After Game Dance
e during the season had risen
Following tomorrow n i g h t's
righth place in national stand3, went down to defeat. Thus, f o o t b a l l g a m e a t S a n J o s e , a
i treasured symbol shifted to dance will be held on San Jose's
campus sponsored by the Spar
campus of our opponents.
952—and Pacific's Homecom- tan junior class. Students of Col
But, as the cynical Spartans lege of the Pacific have been in
said, the bell was "not for vited to attend, and dance to the
i n ' 5 2 . " A g a i n t h e s a m e music of the Chet Caldera Combo.
Gerry Reith, secretary of San
in '53.
ally, in 1954, the Tigers re Jose's junior class, said it is hoped
ed their sign of victory. Sad- the joint dance will foster good
ough, in the transferring of will between the two schools'
ell from one campus to the student bodies.

ROLL OVER
THE
SPARTANS

Lost In The Stacks
By TOM CLOUD

FAMED PERSONS
WILL LEAD FIRST
R.E. LECTURESHIP

In 1954, Ernest Hemingway was
awarded the Pulitzer Prize for his
By TOM CLOUD
short novel, THE OLD MAN AND
The first annual lectureship in
T H E S E A . T h i s t r i b u t e a l o n e religious education, group work,
Pacific Theatre is a busy place
marks him by many people as an and recreation, centered around
with
busy
people "buzzing"
outstanding author of the world. the fine arts, will be held De
about, and Jean Avery is one of
cember 2 to 4 at the College of
these busy persons.
NEW THEME
the Pacific. The three-day pro
THE OLD MAN AND THE gram, consisting of addresses,
She came from Brentwood,
California, two years ago, to pur SEA, on the surface appears to demonstrations, drama and dance
sue a career in music. But, in a be a simple, touching dialogue productions, workshops and ex
relatively short span of time, she story of an old man's love for the hibits, is a project planned
became interested in theatre and sea. But, underlying this superfi through the combined efforts otv
decided to change her major — cial tale lies a profound message the COP department of religious
and to try her "luck" out in the of hope! Hemingway says, "A education and an interdenomina
field o f speech-drama.
This man is not made for defeat. A tional committee representing
proved immediately to be one of man can be destroyed but not de the Northern California-Nevada
Jean's wisest and happiest deci feated." Here for the first time Council of Churches, four theo
sions — simply because of the in Hemingway's writings we de logical seminaries, the YMCA, the
fact that since then she has found tect an optimistic outlook toward California Youth Authority, and
more satisfaction and meaning in life that has been definitely lack public school systems.
ing in his previous works.
her own personal life.
Heading the inaugural lectures
Santiago, the old man in this are four national leaders. They
Jean's first actual contact with
book, refuses, although worn and are: Harold Ehrensperger of Bos
the theatre came when she was
weary, to give up his fishing ex ton, leader in the religious use of
given a crew job with the pro
peditions simply because he has the drama; Ruth St. Denis, of
duction staff of "Death of a
not gained any prizes for his Hollywood, famed American
Salesman." After this work was
many days of labor. He stands dancer and leader in the choreo
completed, Jean continued to
steadfast in his futile endurance graphy of sacred dance; Natalie
"hang around" the theatre doing
to fight off the numerous ob Cole of Los Angeles, famous for
"menial" but important tasks, un
stacles of nature that present classroom teaching through the
til finally along came a part in
themselves to him. His only re graphic arts; and Augustus Zanward seems to be the wrath of zig of Boston, noted community
the sea. However, there is one music leader.
comforting point to this man's
The objective of the program is
plight, and that is that Santiago to provide for all who are en
knows what he wants most to do gaged in the work of Christian
in life; henceforth, to him it is personality fulfillment through
worth any sacrifice.
the church, home, school a n d
group agencies, an opportunity to
A MAN OF "STRENGTH"
study in fellowship with others
To the reader, Santiago appears
every aspect of the service in
to be a lonely man, who lives
alone in a desolute shack near which they are united.

JEAN AVERY
Pacific's yearly musical that
seemed to be just the right role
for her. It was a singing spot,
and called for a personality that
could sell a song. Jean was that
personality! Although she has
no "terrific" singing voice, she
proved to be a smash success in
captivating her audience with her
sincerity and interpretation of
"Steam Roller Blues," in the mu
sical, "Once Over Lightly."
Since then, Jean has done com
paratively little theatre work —
one could almost say she has
been in a semi-seclusion state
from Pacific Theatre's scene.
However, last night was opening
night for Jean Avery in the small
Studio Theatre, where she starred
in her first dramatic role as Mrs.
Alving, in Henrick Ibsen's play,
"GHOSTS".
Whether or not Jean Avery is
a "good" dramatic actress, I don't
honestly know! I haven't as of
yet seen the play myself, but I
have heard from others that it is
an exceptionally good play, with
a lot of talent displayed. Never
theless, I do know that the part
Jean Avery is playing should
prove a severe test of any acting
ability that she might possess,
primarily because the part that
she does star in is so detached
from her own personality.
Jean is interested in TV star
dom more than she is in the
movies or legitimate stage. Cer
tainly she is a wonderfully popu
lar girl, with a "sunshine" smile,
but whether or not she will at
tain her goal remains for the fu
ture to know. In the meantime,
we can hope and look forward to
seeing more of Jean's acting abil
ity expressed on our Pacific
theatre stage.

the sea — alone in the sense he
and
undying
has no one to share his intimate t h e u n t i r i n g
life and victories with. But, to strength" and power that man
Hemingway, Santiago personifies possesses.
Buy now — your complete fall wardrobe . . .
. . . ask about our college accounts

-ttv*.

7urvc-w ||vuAl1700 Pacific Ave.

Where's all the fun?
wherever

CflPc ®t
take you

TENNIS OXFORD
Grey - Red - Tan
Pigtail . . . 11.95

Park Free — Spacious — Convenient — Open Mondays Till Nine
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT-SPURS

KNOBBY
2019 PACIFIC AVE.

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK
By MARTY METZLER

Featured in this week's "In tored for exams during t
The Spotlight" is Spurs, nation orientation period, and served
al honorary service organization the watermelon feed and the m
er dance. They also serve at 1
for sophomore women.
COP Spurs are affiliated with Strawberry Breakfast each ye
the national organization and are Charity projects are sponsor
easily recognized by their stand by the group, too.
Spurs' membership is limited
ard uniform of white skirts and
white sweaters with the Spur em 15 girls, but the addition of b
blem in our school colors, black transfers from other schoi
and orange. The uniforms are brings the membership to 17 i
worn on Mondays and various this year.
Gail Hicker is president of t
other times when the organiza
tion is performing services for group, Sandy Clark, vice pre
dent; Judy Newton, secretar
the school.
Membership for Spurs is based Gaylene Nichols, treasurer; Sh
on scholarship, character, loyalty ley Rossr editor; and Sally IV
to college traditions, and service Neil, historian.
Other members are Beth Akei
to the school. A grade point av
erage of 2.5 is necessary for a Neva Aki, Sally Anaclerio, Sti
girl to be eligible for member la Barker, Shirley Daulton, BE
ship. The announcement of new bara Fridell, Pam Derby, Ji
Spurs is made at tappjng cere Wanger, Lynn Waterman, Elea
monies at the AWS spring ban or Peter, transfer from Centr
quet.
Washington College o f Educ
Spurs' purpose is to "perform tion, and Joan Wimple, transfi
services for COP. The girls proc- from Brigham Young Universit

With this issue of the Pacific
Weekly we are beginning a new
series, each week honoring one
of the outstanding women stu
dents on our campus. This week
we are visiting West Hall for our
first subject. The House Council
of West Hall has chosen sopho
more student Judy Newton as
one of the outstanding women on
campus. This selection was made
Diana - Kurtze
on the basis of leadership, scho
D i a n a Forrest's pinning to
lastic standing, and participation Kurtze Carpenter was announced
in house and campus activities.
last Thursday night following
Judy Newton, a sophomore South Hall's house meeting. To I ARCHANIA
from Sanger has been an active
Today is sorority preferen
Today being sorority preferparticipant in campus activities set the mood, Mrs. Hancock,
day.
South
Hall
s
housemother,
read
ence day, the Archites will choose
since entering COP as a fresh
At 4:15 this afternoon the ne
man. Leadership is nothing new a p o e m a n d t h e n t h e t r a d i t i o n a l t h e i r B e l l e o f A r c h a n i a f r o m pledges of the Pan-Hellenic s
can
le
was
passed.
among
the
sorority
pledges
at
7
to Judy, as a graduate of Alame
Diana is a sophomore elemen- P.M. at the semi.annual Belle rorities — Epsilon, Alpha Thet
da High School she served as
and TK — and those of Zeta Pi
tary education major. She is a ceremony,
Valedictorian of her class.
will be revealed.
member of the Rally committee
'
. , . . . .
T.
Judy is an Ehglish major and CSTA
week Archania had its
Rushees for the Pan-Hell hou
studying for her secondary cred ' Kurtze is a junior and is affili- ®6lle Coke Data, which gave es listed their preferences ear]
ential. Our outstanding woman of ated with Archania fraternity. *hem
°PP°r*"]mt£ to become today and will receive their fin:
the week is active in Tri Beta,
He is a chemistry major and be- aCq"amted Wlth the soronty bids in the dean's office this a
Vespers, Anderson Y, Chi Rho
S'
ternoon.
longs to the American Chemical|rU
and Spurs, where she is the or Club.
The selection of the Belle will
Those girls wishing to joi
ganization secretary.
She is from Santa Barbara and be fol.lowed
refreshments and Zeta Phi also signed up toda;
This young lady's activities ex
he, Las Vegas, Nevada.
'a S0C'aL
and the list of pledges will b
tend beyond the limits of our
revealed at the same time as th
campus. She is the organist and
AL™AKffPA lambda
Pan-Hell pledges are made knowr
choir director for St. Peter's Lu S T U D E N T S I N V I T E D |
Upon leaving the dean's office
TO
W/Ffl
l/CCDEDC
will
leave
tomorrow
aftertheran Church in Lodi. Judy also
"
' tJrClfj
noon for San Jose for its annual the new pledges will attend a we]
serves on the MYF Conference
Everyone is invited to attend exchange with Delta Sigma Chi,
Council as Christian Outreach informal worship services which a San Jose fraternity. The frat coming get-together at the soroi
ity house from which they receivi
Chairman.
take place every Wednesday night has chartered a bus, and it will a bid to membership.
When Judy is not participating from 6:45 to 7:15 in the Morris arrive in San Jose in time for a
in church or campus activities,
pe1,
.
dinner with DSC, which will be
she is usually reading, enjoying vf
The services are non-denomina- followed by the COP-San Jose Geology Class To Tak
good music or sports, as these
1 ional, their main purpose being game and a party after the game Trip To Mother Lode
are her favorite hobbies.
personal meditation. They are at the DSC house.
One hundred and fifteen men
West Hall is proud to present
bers of Dr. Sticht's geology cla:
ana
by 'H
sEST
on
November
13,
AKL,
has
an
Judy Newton, a student who cer
are planning to take part in th
tainly deserves the honor of be
Pla""ed With Tau Kap'
Co-chairmen of the ves^r ser. teChmee
annual field trip to the Mothe
ing COP's first outstanding "Wo vices are Marsha White and BrenLode country on November H
man of the Week."
da Browning.

Fraternity News

Sorority Pledges Will
Be Made Known Toda]

OMEGA PHI

Fashion Column For Men Is New Idea;
May Be A New Feature Of Weekly Page

Ievi
sfrauss
ranch pant
. . . no finer
fit to be found
Tapering down enough
but not too much .
sleek and slim with
perfect tailoring.
Light medium or charcoal
green flannel—12.98
striped corduroy—8.98
FREE
PARKING
AT OUR
BACK DOOR

Omega Phi will also leave to
morrow afternoon for San Jose
for an exchange with Delta Epsi
lon. Their exchange also includes
a dinner, the football game, and
Aside from the style-conscious
Trend setters swing to the ones a house nartv
world of women there is a fash XITlfVl
„
i.1
_i
» '
with an T-.horizontal
stripe
acrossiI T
ion world for men — and year the chest (broadening, I'm told),
e ga
phls
, ay
by year the importance of good designed after the Italian style.
We"t to
taste for the collegian becomes
,
Hornitos, a ghost town, which is
There s a good choice of fabrics located near Merced. Hornitos
more evident. The following sug
gestions are indications of this in knits this season. Besides the consists of old buildings and
perennial favorite, the flat knit mines. There the movie crew shot
upward surge.
cotton, there are now all-cottons four roles of film 0f their westTake a deep breath.
that look tweedy and wooly. A em production "Tight Suds at
That s the smell of burning
new
Orion- wool construction the O.K. Corral." The scenes
leaves.
creates a fabric that is both which were shot consisted of the
It may be fall, but it's still warm and washable. For a week- gunfight scenes and the posse
warm in the sun. Just the same, end trip to a neighboring campus scenes,
if you've collapsed in the shade choose a 100 percent Orion knit
. ,,
lately, you know that summer's that affords all the advantages of take place^fterThe^n Jol ^
gone. It's time for something
more than a shirt
A long-sleeved knit shirt * is
pretty comfortable along about life, they an U
now — just warm enough. And
One word of caution: even if ener, who plays a bar-hall girl
this isn't the old polo-shirt deal,
you have a new grey flannel suit,
pither. The newest knit shirts are
don't use the pants as slacks. PHI DELTA CHI
cut just like a regular shirt, com
Phi Delta Chi held a "Boho
plete with button-down collars. In You'll find it's economy in the
SIZES 5, 7 & 9 ONLY
the solid colors, red is a natural. long run to have slacks that are mian" dance last Friday night
for ALL ages
worn
only
with
sports
jackets,
with
members
and
their
dftes
Loden green is growing fast in
Nothing
looks
worse
than
a
suit
coming
dressed
in
Bohemian
popularity, too. Stripes are al
house of nine
ways good, particularly when Sits wT ,3acket.. and baggy fashion. The fraternity, which is
9 s. California
second floor
38 ? SUit' gr°Wing rapid]y' now has 31 acthey re offered in Ivy colorings. and it'lMast v
tf"
and it 11 last you twice as long. |tive members.

you'll "reign"
and "shine
at house of nine!
w Ii

"specialists

corner main

s h o p t h u r s . e v e n i n g t i l l
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Award Film, San Jose Car Pool,
Lost In The Crowd," On Y Schedule

US Friends Committee ORCHESIS PLANS
Ships Record Amount DANCE CONCERT
Of Food And Supplies Orchesis, the modern dance

hA
at

so
rority on our campus, is working
at the present on a theme for a
dance concert which will be pre
sented near the end of the fall
semester.
The class, which meets every
Tuesday from three till five, i s
growing in membership; but any
one, male or female, who is in
terested at all in modern and
contemporary dancing is cordial
ly invited to attend these dance
sessions.

By LINDA McKINNON

The American Friends Service
he*
Committee in San Francisco an
ar V PRESENTS
of California at Berkeley, will
nounced recently that in the fiscal
ec FIiTURE FILM
speak and lead a discussion on
.cademy Award winner, "The the topic "Alone in the Crowd"
! year ending September 30 it has
i shipped a record 304,923 pounds
t o f c n s C a m e " s t a r r i n g M y r n a on Tuesday, November 12, at 7:00
I of relief supplies from its San
c, Tyrone Power, and George P.M. in the Anderson "Y" Cen
Si
__
! Francisco warehouse.
Us r ut, will be shown Friday, No ter. His topic will be approached
or e'nber 8, in Music C at 4:00 p.m. from the angle of "The Arts,"
The shipments were larger
nl again at 7:00 p.m. In accord since his main interest is centered
j than planned because of the Hun
h the usual procedure, an in the field of literature, painting
garian situation. In December,
- dytical discussion examining and drama.
January, and February the Qua
i basic human elements will ac
ker organization shipped m o r e
With much confusion in the
sapany the 7:00 p.m. perform minds of people in the present
than in any other quarter in its
r'«. Forum Arts credit will be day world, this topic is quite per
forty years of operation.
i en those who stay for the dis tinent since it is focused on the
Other major shipments were MANY NEWMANITES
u sion.
inner man, which is his true self,
made to Cuba, France, Germany,
i color cartoon will also be on versus the outer man, which is
Italy, Japan, Jordan, and Korea. ATTEND CONVENTION
f evening's bill. Cost for "Y: the self he must present to the
Similar records were set by the College of the Pacific can be
mbers is 35 cents and for non- outer world. Mr. Delattre de
rest of the American Friends proud of the Newman Club, for
mbers it is 45 cents. All are scribes his subject as dealing
Service Committee which shipped they were the largest group rep
'ited to enjoy this piece of out- with "the multi-faced man in a
about 1,700,000 pounds valued at resented at the San Jose State
t'nding entertainment.
society where conflicting allegi
close to $2 million. In addition Leadership Convention last Sat
,'B POOL TO SAN JOSE
ances are required for survival
hundreds of tons of American urday. The convention turned out
HATE GAME
and men are fragments of men.
surplus
food were sent to Europe, to be a huge success and much
"So the Russians are going to
\ car pool will leave the AnderTo be sure, the student body
Africa, and the Orient. It costs was gained by all.
oi "Y" Center at 2:30 P.M. on and faculty will benefit from send up a bunch of pygmy cows the Quakers $10 to ship one ton
Next Tuesday, November 12,
i :urday, November 9. Reserva- this thought provoking lecture in their next Sputnik; it'll be the of surplus food valued at $300.
at our regular meeting we will
is were taken last Saturday. and discussion. It is pertinent to|First herd shot round the world!"
"Most relief articles come from have a question box answered by
1; "Y" group at San Jose State everyone and will be illustrated
individuals," Russell Jorgensen, Father Forrest.
,i invited the COP "Y" to a din- through literary works and com
foreign service secretary, re
• before the game and has also pared to the "anxiety caused by I
today-s youth and tomorrow-s ported, "but our most unusual
.anged a social event to follow the age of fission," says Mr. Del- citizens-it will be most beneficial gifts included 800 homemade clothing and shoes for men and
!i. game. Here is an opportunity lattre. In his talk, he will show that each person make hjmself girls' dresses from a lady in Palo boys—no women's clothing ex
meet with other "Y" members how the whole man, as he was available to this opportunity and Alto; a collection of 12,000 bars cept dresses size 40 and over.
ji be included in these activities. created, has fallen apart and will contribute in the discussion of of soap from San Francisco's Bedding is always needed, espe
cially blankets and layettes."
KCA LEADER TO SPEAK
answer the question, How can tbjs problem which faces every George Washington High School;
EIRE
people be put back together member Gf ^be present day world, 14,643 pairs of trousers from the The American Friends Service
,'ierre Delattre, associate exe- again?'
Come to the "Y" on November Levi Strauss & Company; 5 4 Committee receives clothing at
uive of the YMCA, University
As members of modern society 112> at 7:00 P.M. and hear "Alone tons of Heinz baby food; and an its office at 1830 Sutter Street,
San Francisco.
additional 100 sweaters from one
in the Crowd."
lady in. her 80's who has knitted
over 1,000 sweaters since the end
of the war."
Jorgensen said, "In the year
ahead, barring emergency, w e
shall ship the following: good

jjDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

never saw the campus so lited with paper as it was this
rning. How do you account
) it?
Sam
ar Sam,
Ike Mayor had leaflets distrib1 d yesterday asking people not
)'throw paper about.

'Tfanatvfaclo.

cording Secretary; and Fran Em
ery, Corresponding Secretary.

Ad-libs
Don't forget Sorority Prefer
ence this afternoon at 4:15 and
the open houses immediately af
terwards at TK, Epsilon, and Al
pha Thete. . . We hear that A1
Hill brushes his teeth and shaves
ar Addy,
every morning lookipg in his mir
ii high school I was at the top ror and listening to "Hail Chief"
my freshman, sophomore, jun- on his tape recorder! . . . It's so
, and senior classes. I am a good to have the team back. Isn't
aius. Then I came to college, that right, widows? . . - Last
d I am the envy of everyone, week-end there was a dance in |
lust wanted-to let you know the gym sponsored by the Ander
it I am the smartest person on son Y. . . . Sunday was a busy
®pus. So everything that I am day for the men of Omega Phi
ever will be, I owe to my with their filming of "Tight Suds
ither.
at Okay Corral" . . . Phi Delta (
Chi, the Pharmacy fraternity,
A. Einstein
ar A.E.,
had a dance this last week-end . . .
Why don't you send her thirty Congratulations to the frosh foot-1
nts and square the account?!
ball team on their victory over
Cal Roly. But who were those |
ar Addy,
people cruising the football field!
What's doing on the AWS Cab- . . . W e d n e s d a y m o r n i n g H e r b l
et these days? We haven't heard Philbrick provided a stimulating |
uch of anything about their speech at the special assembly.
tivities, and we really w,ould . . . The fire in sorority circle was |
:e to know. We thought perexciting, but WHO DID IT? . .
lPs you could tell us since this Alpha Thete's fire alarm went off |
fln AWS column.
just a few days too early . .
The San Jose State governing I
Pacific girls
ar Girls,
body had a dinner for the COP
The cabinet is busily making Senate on Wednesday night • • •
for the regional convention You have to make an appointment
^°h is coming up on November to see Judy McMillin these days.
. And so we are beginning one
• The convention is to be held
Stanford this year, and it is of the most important week-ends
re to be very interesting and of the year. The exchange rally
fnulating for those who attend. at San Jose is tonight, and of
,ose who are planning to attend course, tomorrow night is the big
• Judy McMillin, AWS Presi- game. Let's get behind the team
at; Muff McGrouther, first Vice one hundred percent. Since it's
esident; Lani Moir, second Vice homecoming at S.J., we'll all need |
-Sident; Sandy Robinson, Re to be there in the best of spirit.

CAROLYN MARTIN
Epsilon

SETS THE STAGE
WITH DRAWSTRING OVERBLOUSE
This is the way to start off a fashion flurry
with J. L. new drawstring "Chanel-like"
overblouse with tucked front . . .
slender skirt. . . wool jersey with
marquisette lining.

22.95
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KNOW YOUR TIGERS
By DICK BASS

FLOYD WEAVER
Floyd Weaver, a senior, is our
Tiger this week. He is 23 years
old, stands 5' 11" tall, and weighs
217 pounds. Floyd was married in
his sophomore year and now is
the proud father of a little girl
named Kim.

Our Tiger hails from Stockton,
California. He has received all of
his schooling in Stockton. While
attending Edison High, he earned
jfour football letters and then
played one year at Stockton Jun
ior College where he lettered,
| After going to Stockton College
for (me year, Floyd entered Uncle
Sam's Army for two years.
On returning from the Army,
Floyd entered Pacific in the fall
of 1955. While in the Service, Mr.
Weaver became a little "stale"
and did not get to see any action
of the gridiron. In spite of his
long lay-over, Floyd made a quick
come-back in 1956 and lettered at
right guard.
Playing his last year of college
football, Floyd is doing a tremen
dous job at the right guard spot
on Pacific's much improved line.

Tiaruutjada

Bengals Predicted
To Trounce Spartans

MOOSE'S MIGHTIES MASH MARQUETTE

The College of the Pacific Tigers, finding that rain does n
always fall on Saturdays, ran roughshod over the outmanned Wa
By BOB NIELEBECK
riors of Marquette last Saturday in Milwaukee for a 21-7 victor
Led
by Jack (the Mouse) Larscheid, a former Milwaukian himsel
After a week of upsets and
the Bengals of California put on a strong running and passir
near heart failures, the coastal show before a slim crowd of about 6,000 under unusually clear skie
ball clubs should be getting back
Larscheid showed his brilliant"
to normal this weekend. In com razzle dazzle type of play which the kickoff and marching 80 yan
piling all possibilities under nor was the main factor in COP's in 12 plays. Flores went the la:
mal conditions, results showed victory over Marquette last sea three yards on a quarterbac
that there would be very few son. In this 1957 game, however, sneak, and Chatfield calmly mac
close games this weekend.
the Mouse" was even more pro the score 14-0.
The UCLA Bruins, showing red ficient. His 179 yards rushing fell
The Tigers were knocking c
faces after barely defeating the only 12 short of our school record Touchdown's door moments late
University of California, 16-14 of 191 set by Ernie Lindo against on the Marquette 13 yard lir
are expected to do better against Texas Tech in 1954.
when Marquette wing Larry Hul
the Washington State Cougars at
Marquette, on the other hand, bard grabbed Chuck Felice's fk
Washington. The Bruins' main found that their total offense was pass intended for Roger Metoyc
trouble will stem from their us even less than the yardage and galloped 82 yards for th
age of a single wing offense on gained by Larscheid on the first and only Warrior tally.
the usually wet Washington turf, ground! The Warriors gained
Warrior signal caller Erni
Even at this disadvantage, we only 87 yards rushing and 52
Safran converted to bring th
pick UCLA to win by 7 points.
yards passing for a dismal 139 Warriors within a TD at 14-'
An average PCC game is ex yard total. Pacific's offense was but the Tigers fired back wit:
pected between the Stanford In even more effective than the the following kick-off and drov
dians and the University of score indicates. The Tigers total 59 yards in only four plays. Lai
Southern California. The Indians rushing yardage was 301, while scheid did some very fancy brc
who are presently looking for a Tom Flores' arm gained 16 via ken-field running through the er
place-kicker, painfully lost their the air to give tthe Bengals a tire Marquette team for the rc
Rose Bowl hopes to conference- grand total of 466 yards.
maining 39 yards. Chatfield'
leading University of Oregon, 27golden toe closed the book on i
BENGALS
CONTROL
PIGSKIN
26, while Troy pulled an upset out
The Bengals had control of the glorious COP victory.
of the bag as they defeated the
pigskin
virtually the entire game, VICTORY SIGNIFICANT
University of Washington, 19-12.
The victory was significant ii
But Stanford is still too strong and if it had not been for penal
for the southern boys, so we pick ties and other various breaks of t h a t t h e T i g e r s s h o w e d m u c l
the Indians to win by 12 points. the game, the score might easily more offensive punch against thi
have been in the 50's. COP got as Warriors than did nationally
QUESTION MARK
far as the Marquette 4 and 12 ranked TCU the previous week.
There is a big question mark in the first quarter and to the
The brilliant faking of Co-Cap
labeled on the two upset-minded 24, 14 and 34 in the second quar tain Tom Greene helped shake
teams by the names of Oregon ter before an intercepted pass put Larscheid loose quite frequently
State College and the University them in scoring position on the while he continued his own bull
of California. The Beavers came seven yard line. From there,-Lar- dozing type of running. Rogei
alive after two straight defeats scheid crossed the Marquette Metoyer, Bob Coronado and Hen
to dump the Washington State goal unmolested for the first Ben ry Wallace also displayed some
Cougars, 39-25, and the Bears gal score. Flanker Chuck Chat- fine ball carrying talents, while
came alive in the second half to field, who ran his string of con the tough Tiger forward wall was
throw a big scare into UCLA. secutive conversions to ten, made led by such stalwarts as Captain
This will mark the second time in the score 7-0 at halftime.
Bill Striegel, Wayne Hawkins,
two weeks that the Bears will
In the second half, COP started Carl Kammerer, and John Wil
face a single wing offense, so the off like a house of fire by taking liams.
Beavers' attack should not be too
strange. But with the Beavers'
speed, we pick them to win by
14 points.

In a non-conference game, Ida
ho faces a week ballclub in Utah
State. The Vandals lashed Mon
tana last weekend while U t a h
State was shut out by Brigham
Young. With these facts, I pick
Idaho to roll over Utah State by
21 points.

It's
The
Greatest
Thing in Buck
Its the latest thing on campus or off! The
Roblee Ivy Buck with the new black
trim and crepe sole. Come in today and

PACIFIC WILL WIN
The College of the Pacific Ti
gers meet their traditional ri
vals, the San Jose State Spartans
at San Jose, Saturday. The Tigers
eased back on their winning
ways as. they trampled the Mar
quette Warriors, 21-7, in Milwau
kee, while the Spartans tasted de
feat at the hands of Cal Poly, 14
7. Even though the Spartans
show a losing record, they always
seem to compose themselves in
time to give COP a real fight.
But the Bengal Tigers are just
too strong and we pick them to
win by 14 points.

complete your wardrobe!

1295

%

TrfVO i

313-321 E. MAIN

new
HOward 4-7316

SHORT SHOTS
BASKETBALL:
Last Friday the team put a new
motto on the wall which reads,
'Speed Kills, Take It Easy" and
"Slow Down, Keep Our Gym
Floor Safe."
Six foot, eight inch LeRoy
Wright says this cold wave has
really hit him hard; while out
walking he picked up two inches
of snow on top of his beanie hat,
but he says to cheer up, for he
can see warmer weather blowing
in from the Pacific.

Jim Storm, end on the Tiger Frosh team, is seen running foi
touchdown after a pass interception on our 40 yardline. The ci
went on to smash Cal Poly 48-7.

Squaw Valley Sweaters
by Pebble Beach... 14.95

GALLS
*Zipper or Reversible Collar Pullovers
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BENGAL BANNER

Know Your Tigers
By BOB NIELEBECK

By BATESON

Trainer Vital Part
Of College Football
By HENRY WALLACE

COP's football Tigers, upon descending from their chartered
United Airlines plane from Milwaukee, remarked about how won
derful California looked again. We agree. Whether there is rain,
peat dust, or 105 degrees of heat, COP is hard to forget, and hard
to stay away from. El Dorado Street even looked good, and some
how the "Winos" looked cleaner than usual. Which all goes to
prove a point — COP football men enjoy their college!

The care of the athlete has
come into much discussion and
has been the object of much re
search, but till of this has come
about in recent years. The ath
lete's health is paramount to a
successful team; more so is his
SIDE LINES
health important in contact
S o p h o m o r e f u l l b a c k E d learn that he had earned his Doc
sports like intercollegiate foot
torate,
and
the
classmate
main
Schwartz and senior signal caller
ball. The interest in football in
Tom Flores provided stupendous tained: "But you're a football
juries has increased with the in
player!" Since, o n the W e s t
entertainment for their team
creased emphasis of the sport,
Coast, Dr. Cobb is noted as one
mates while on the Cincy-Marfor the coach is finding it more
of the best men in his field
quette excursion. Ed has a bari
and more important to have all
(chemistry), w e believe t h i s
tone ukelele which Tom also
his players in the best possible
shows once again that athletes
plays, not infrequently. We sug
condition to withstand the physi
are not mentally inferior . . . Tom
gest that Flores practice more
cal and mental strain under
Sprague, a COP grad and former
with skis than with a uke .
ADRIAN VERA
which they must compete. The
Pacific Weekly scribe, is a sportsWayne Hawkins, starting right writer for the Stockton Recordcoach, therefore, relies heavily on
Our
Tiger
this
week
is
big
tackle, although only a sopho He went on the midwestern trip
Adrian Vera. Adrian is a 19-year- the team trainer.
more, has certainly been living also.
old
junior who stands 5' 10", and SPORTS BUILT ON TRAINING
up to his monicker of "Hum
T h e M a r q u e t t e - P a c i f i c g a m e weighs 205 pounds. His major is The training of an athlete is
phry." He has proved to be as was played at Milwaukee's new,
the process by which all sports
strong on the gridiron as Ham modern, and beautiful County sociology, but he intends to enter are built. This is especially true
the
field
of
criminology.
Fisher's Humphry in the comic Stadium, scene of a few 1957
Adrian was born here in Stock with a team sport such as foot
section of the Sunday newspapers. World Series games. The atten
ton in 1938. He attended Stock ball. What is training? Training
Tackle Sherman White, the dance at the game (under 6000) ton College — High school divi means to place the body with ex
spirited kick-blocker who received was the smallest in ten years for sion; which no longer exists. treme care under the influence
a huge slash in his forehead a Marquette home game. Fans do There he earned letters in foot of all agents which promote its
while blocking a Cincy punt, was n o t l i k e t o s e e l o s e r s . . . I t ball, baseball, and track.
strength and health. Training
fitted with a special helmet for seemed almost like a home game.
He entered the College of the must prepare the heart, lungs,
the Marquette encounter . .
J a c k L a r s c h e i d ' s r e l a t i v e s a n d Pacific in the fall of 1955, and muscles, joints, bones, and ner
Chuck Lander and Norm Bass friends were all over the place was an outstanding center on the vous system for the demands
were just a few of the Bengal Larscheid had a great day, too. frosh football team. Since then, placed upon them. The mind must
gridders who received black eyes He missed tying your school's he has graduated to the varsity also be conditioned so the whole
while on the mid-west trip. Chuck, rushing record by only twelve where he has been switched to the body may function at its maxi
by the way, who hails from Los yards!
position of right tackle. His ver mum efficiency.
Angeles, played against Dick Bass
Big Bill Striegel has captained satility and value to the team Training an athlete requires a
in the 1955 North-South All-Star the Tigers for, the last four was exhibited when he was thorough understanding of the
game. Lander is one of the fast games . . . Chuck Chatfield is moved back to the center position human body, its function, struc
est linemen on the squad.
still converting with his usual to strengthen the middle of the ture, and its reactions under var
Dick Bass, who is now walk coolness. He has kicked ten line, and then later he was moved ious conditions. The trainer is
concerned with the conditioning
ing without the aid of crutches, straight without a miss now.
back to tackle to help out at that
of the athlete and the diagnosis
has received many "get well"
Before we clear out for this point.
and treatment of athletic injuries
cards since he fractured his leg. week, let us remind you, COP
His most exciting experience
under t h e supervision of t h e
The cards bore postmarks from football fan, to try to keep
w a s i n participating i n t h e
all over the United States. One, cool head and act likes ladies North-South Shrine Game at the team physician. He must possess
specialized training skills, clean
in particular, caught our eye. It and gentlemen at San Jose. Sure, end of his career.
liness, thoroughness, patience,
was from South Carolina! Of we want to keep the bell, but let
When asked about his feelings foresight and many other things-.
course, Dick didn't even know the us not give Brother Bersi and on the outcome of the San Jose
The trainer has many responsi
Southern well-wisher . . . Bob our other school officials head State game, Adrian stated, "I
bilities to the athlete, to the
Sartwell resents a nickname a aches (caused by destructive and think we should beat them, but
coach and to the team physician,
few of his teammates have been juvenile acts).
they are always tough because and has no moral right to risk
Remember what happened to no matter what their record says
trying to hang on him. They say
he reminds them of Buzz Saw our friend~from Fresno?
they always play a tough game
LIT rnntirn
yer, another Sunday comic hero.
against us."

Tough Floyd Weaver, whose an
kle had been giving him trouble
during the first of the season, is
fully healed now and ready to go.

Two of Dr. Dale's brothers own
a Chevy dealership in Waukesha,
Wisconsin. "Deal with Dale" and
many other slogans were ob
served quite frequently. On Hal
loween day, these two business
men brought Eddie Matthews, the
Milwaukee Braves homerun star,
to lunch with the Bengal grid
ders. Dr. Dale, a former politi
cian and now lawyer and COP
professor, left the team on Octo
ber 30 and flew home because his
wife suddenly took ill. We all
wish Mrs. Dale an expeditious
recovery . . . Dr. Cobb, chairman
of COP's Board of Athletic Con
trol, played football in his col
lege days and set a few grid rec
ords in the Mid-South. Dr. Cobb
tells us that he met one of his
classmates who was surprised to

STEVIE

CHASE,

ED

SOWASH

REPORTERS
Dick Boss, Norm Boss, Dick Bateson, Dave
Davis, Bill Embry, Gary Kaufman, Paul Kauf
man, Ola
Murcheson, Ernest Roberson, Ed
Schwartz, Sid Smith, Henry Wallace.

KCVN Broadcasts
Tiger Cub Games
Follow the Cubs on 660!
Each Sunday night at 6:00,
KCVN, Radio Pacific, broad
casts the COP freshman foot
ball games. That's Sundays at
6 P.M. on 660!

BEAT
SAN JOSE
THE END ZONE
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center

the welfare of those entrusted to
his care. When the least doubt
of his ability arises, the trainer
must call the physician.

TONIGHT THRU
MONDAY

ANN BLYTH—"THE HELEN MORGAN STORY"
— a l s o—

CLARK GABLE — YVONNE DE CARLO

"BAND OF ANGELS"
Presentation III
of the INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

THE YEAR'S BEST PICTURE!

M1

"STRIPS DOWN
TO THE
BARE FACTS
0FUFE!"

-Walter Winchell
I

"(Fellini)certainly does take a vigorous whiplash
to the breed of over-grown and over-sexed young
men who hang around their local poolrooms!"

ANSWERS

1. William Muldoon
2. Abe Lincoln
3. Amos Alonzo Stagg
4. Extermination
5. John L. Sullivan
6. Louise Suggs
7. Ben Hogan, born in Dublin,
Texas
8. Daniel Mendoza
9. Bobby Jones, who has won
four championships
10. John G. Reid

ROLAND RUTTER

The player of the week selected
for Marquette and COP game
was the Tigers' center, Roland
Rutter. Rutter is a 26-year-old
senior who stands 6-2 and weighs
209 pounds, and is the starting
center for the Tigers.
Roland played his high school
football in Hawthorne, Califor
nia, where he was quite outstand
ing. After graduating from high
school, he went to junior college
and from there went into the ser
vice. Upon terminating his ser
vice requirements, he enrolled at
Pacific. As a physical education
major, Rutter plans on going
into coaching after graduation.

nUTTnlXU I

QUESTIONS

EDITORS

The College of the Pacific Ti
gers decided to honor two players
of the week, due to the fact that
the films of the Cincinnati game
were late getting to the Quarter
back Club. "
After close observation of the
Cincinnati and COP game, John
C. Williams was chosen player of
the week. John is a 24-year old
junior who stands 5-8 and weighs
205 pounds; he is the Tigers'
starting left tackle.
He played his high school ball
in Chowchilla, California, where
he won three varsity letters. He
was also picked to be on the AllSouth State team, and to play in
the Annual Shriner North-South
game.
After coming out of the Army
in '55, he came to Pacific, where
he has played two years of foot
ball and lettered both as a fresh
man and a sophomore.
Williams is a geology major,
hoping to go into work similar to
his interest after graduation. He
still has one more year of foot
ball at Pacific.
ftTirSf SajKHtfTfc-**

STOCKTON

SPORTS QUIZ
1. Who was called the "Father
of American Wrestling?"
2. W h a t American President
was an outstanding wrestler?
3. Who is the "Grand Old Man
of Football?"
4. What famous race horse was
known as "Old Bones?"
5. Who, in his last bare-knuckle
fight, won in the 75th round?
6. Who is called the "Ben Hogan" of women's golf?
' 7. What top U.S. golf champion
was borrf in Dublin?
8. Who was the first fighter to
develop scientific boxing?
9. What amateur has won the
U.S. Open golf title more than
any other?
10. Who is called the "Father
of American Golf?"

Player Of The Week

-Bosley Crow/her, N.

The

Y.

Tinws

FEDERICO FELLINI'S

P

'OUNGthe

ASSI0NATE

("VITELL0NI")

TUESDAY — WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY
Doors Open 7:30 — Curtain at 8
Coffee at Final Curtain

I
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Philbrick Tells
"Three Lives" Tale

Herbert A. Philbrick, who has
lead three fascinating lives in a
period of nine years, spoke Wed
nesday to an enthusiastic crowd
at the President's Convocation.
Mr. Philbrick gave a colorful de
scription of his lives as an aver
age citizen, a member of the
communist underground, and a
volunteer counterspy for the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation.
His career began accidentally
when he joined the Cambridge
Youth Council in Cambridge, Mas
sachusetts. After obtaining a re
spected position in the council,
Mr. Philbrick found that the
council was run by communists.
He reported his findings to the
FBI and it was suggested to him
that he remain in the Cambridge
Youth Council and report the ac
tivities of this group to them. At
the suggestion of the FBI, Phil
brick joined the Young Com
munist's League. After two years
of rigorous training, he was ad
mitted to the Communist Party.
He played an extremely import
ant role in uncovering the under
ground for the FBI.
Mr. Philbrick emphasized the
importance of our generation be
ing well-informed and aware of
subversive activities.

STATIC
By BILL EMBRY
Suddenly there's a shrieking
cry of a KCVN engineer. Is it a
bird? Is it a plane? No, "It's
Weaver!" This can only mean
one thing; it's 4:00 Wednesday
afternoon, and Jerry Weaver has
a show. In fact, he'd even like
someone to listen.
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San Jose, UCLA Rally
Plans Under Way
Jack Willoughby and his rally
commission members are work
ing up another top-flight rally
before the COP-UCLA football
game. It will be at 7:15, Friday,
November 15, in the auditorium.
More to be announced about this
next week.
In the meantime there is the
COP-San Jose game at San Jose,
and their homecoming rally to
which our cheerleaders and songleaders are going. The rally is
Friday, November 8; t h e b i g
game is Saturday, November 9.
There are various exchanges be
tween the Y's and local church
groups, with transportation to
the game generally available.

by Orfeo

gaged in art, in one form or an
other. There may not be noble
sublimity but there is meaning
ful experience with some kind of
'functional quality' which express
es something good or bad. Is not
verbal communication an art?
The better the artist, the better
the speaker? And sometimes we
are not able to communicate
everything in our speech alone
so we refer to examples, both
historical and artistic (aesthetic).
The value of referring to exam
ples is an appeal to common ex
perience. Don't we do it all the
time in our every day speaking?
What could be more functional
than to have thousands of works
of art to which we may refer. But
beyond this, is not the very liv
ing of life an art, an art brought
about by one's considered actions
formed by order, functioned upon
with spontaneity?

You have heard the utterance
"FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION."
To all but the self-asserted exi
stentialist, this maxim is the
principle of principles in deciding
what is good and what is bad in
art. Tom Cloud, in his article on
Poetry, mentioned that poetry is
ostracized because of lack in at
tempt to understand its profun
dity. We might carry this a step
further and say that the basic
reason people ostracize art in
general is because t h e y h a v e
been firmly duped into believing
that art plays no part in one's
'functional' life. Hence, for the
serious student involved in art,
there is an overpowering attitude
of indifference, intolerance, and
ignorance to be combatted.
ALL real art is functional, vi
Everyone on this campus is en tally meaningful, and communi

I'm in a business
nobody dreamed of
three years ago"
"In a company that develops new ideas by
the thousands," says 30-year-old William K.
Cordier, manager of General Electric's ManMade Diamond pilot plant, "a young man's
career progress need not be limited by his
particular field. In my five years with Gen
eral Electric, I've gained valuable experience
in several different fields, and each assign
ment has helped me to move ahead. Right
now, I have an exciting job. I run the world's
first diamond-making plant — a business no
body dreamed of three years ago."

cative. That is precisely
is ART. A disordered exp<>r
is neither functional,
ful, or communicative.
INDIFFERENCE
The trouble with most 0
lies not in the fact that
indifferent to the creative
of others and ourselves as
but that we are somewhat 9,
of our indifference, our pos:
and will not make any eff,
overcome our 'pride and Pl
dice.' Yet in our conflict we
cry out "FORM FOLL q
FUNCTION." Are we to f,
that all creative art has fun,
and meaning only if each 0
US has function and meai
True art is the art of necei
This is' its function. If we
from art, the revealing of
selves to ourselves, we turn
ourselves. If this be sin<
our attitude, then it honestly
be said thjt "Art Has No En
But Ignorance" (ignore-ance)

tsmrnmrns;

mm

Diamond Making a Reality

JERRY WEAVER
jerry really does have a good
show; he plays the best in popu
lar music and also throws around
some standard tunes that are
everyone's favorites. Interviews
with famous personalities are
Jerry's specialty, and he comes
up with some pretty interesting
things.
Jerry comes from down south
way — Whittier, California —
and Vice President Nixon, who
also hails from Whittier, is one
of Jerry's biggest fans (along
with Jerry, of course).
Jerry is also on KCVN's news
staff and can be classed as one
of the top newscasters in the
Northern California area.
When you hear the cry, "It's
Weaver," tear over to the nearest
radio and turn to 660 for a fresh,
new approach in the realm of
disc-jockeys —
For some really relaxing back
ground music for anything you
may be doing, keep listening to
KCVN, 660, for the best in musi
cal sounds by the greatest artists
in the realm of musical creativ-

The job Bill Cordier holds is an important
one, created because General Electric has
the scientific and technical resources needed
to seek out new knowledge and swiftly trans
late it into products that people want and
need. In 1955, the company announced a
major scientific breakthrough — the produc
tion of real diamonds in the laboratory. To
day, little more than two years later, General
Electric is making and selling quantities of
these diamonds for civilian and defense use.
Achieving Three-Way Progress

General Electric's ability to take on and
solve big problems — in research and devel
opment as well as every phase of production
— is constantly creating challenging new op
portunities for the 29,000 college graduates
at the company. As we see it, by providing a
healthy climate for a young man's self-devel
opment in whatever area he may choose,
we encourage not only his own progress, but
that of the company and the nation as well.
Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York

WILLIAM K. CORDIER received his B .S.
in Mechanical Engineering from
Purdue University (1949). He joined
General Electric's Metallurgical
Products Department in 1952.

